
About the Designer:

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, 
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, 
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most 
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says, 
“It’s all in the detail…” 

Collection Preview

2016

High Point, NC – High-end furniture 
manufacturer Jonathan Charles unveils 
a new collection of case goods and seating 
at Fall 2016 High Point Market. Categorized
into three brands – Jonathan Charles, JC 
Modern, and JC Edited – the collections 
impart distinguished style with Jonathan 

Charles’ signature design in the 
embellishments via custom cast hardware 
and original marquetry patterns. New to  
 

Jonathan Charles’ brand portfolio,  
JC Modern represents an elegant mix of 
luxury furnishings with the same attention 
to detail as the rest of Jonathan Charles’ 
designs, but aims to be identified as more 
contemporary in style. The collection will be 
on display at Jonathan Charles’ showroom 
at 200 N. Hamilton #125 from October 20 – 
26, 2016 and will be available for purchase 
nationwide beginning April 2017.

491162-ADG
ANTique DArk Grey DeMiluNe CONsOle TAble

shown in an antique dark grey veneer, the 
Antique Dark Grey Demilune Console Table’s 
simple design allows its subtle details to shine, like 
the flourishes at the bottom of each leg and the 
decorative pattern on the tabletop.

491150-S-BLG
silver irON CHesT OF 

DrAwers iN sMOky blACk

The silver iron Chest of Drawers in smoky 
black blends silver leaf accents with 
a smoky black glass finish to make a 

dramatic statement. Greek key motif 
drawer flanking a silver leaf center 

banner add to the design’s vivid flair.

491160-LMC
liMeD CHesTNuT lAMP TAble

A quatrefoil tabletop identifies the 
limed Chestnut lamp Table. Along 
with an iron base in bronze finish, 
the small accent table carries 
casual country vibe.

500014-BLA
blACk PAiNTeD CAbiNeT wiTH 
iNTeriOr GeOMeTriC sHAPes

The black Painted Cabinet with interior Geometric 
shapes elevates your object display with a beautiful 
geometric marquetry backdrop that shines against 
the black painted exterior. Glass shelves maximize 

the visibility of the geometric pattern.

500050-SC-BLA-MA

The side Chair with Twist leg features a 
trellis shaped seat back supported by 

four twisted legs in a black painted finish. 
Carved entirely by hand, the side chair 

features unique details that separates itself 
from conventional chair styles.

siDe CHAir wiTH TwisT leG

500004-BBO
CHesT OF DrAwers iN ANTique blue 
OAk wiTH MArble TOP

The Chest of Drawers in antique blue oak with
marble top is accentuated by custom cast
rectangular brass hardware. The combination
of white marble against the navy backdrop
lends a traditional but refreshing look.

495725-LBM
MAHOGANy CHesT OF DrAwers

The beauty of the Mahogany Chest of 
Drawers lies in its rich Mahogany veneer, 
whose swirls complement the ornate 
custom cast brass hardware on each of the 
three drawers.

From the Curated Collection, the brown 
Mahogany buffet Table with Marble Top 

combines traditional elements on 
a simplified form for an updated iteration. 

Its Brown Mahogany finished base 
features decorative carvings on 

the tops of each leg which is balanced 
by a polished white marble tabletop.

495728-LBM
brOwN MAHOGANy buFFeT TAble wiTH MArble TOP

530179-WSC
ClAssiC CATeAu Desk 

Designed by William Yeoward for Jonathan 
Charles, the urban Cool Cateau Table can 
function both as a dining table in smaller 
spaces or as a conventional desk. its english 
Chestnut wood finish frame supports a black 
painted surface.
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